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Abstract. For years, and nowadays even more because of the ease
of access to information, countless scientific documents that cover
all branches of human knowledge are generated. These documents,
consisting mostly of text, are stored in digital libraries that are
increasingly consenting access and manipulation. This has allowed these
repositories of documents to be used for research work of great interest,
particularly those related to evaluation of automatic summaries through
experimentation. In this area of computer science, the experimental
results of many of the published works are obtained using document
collections, some known and others not so much, but without specifying
all the special considerations to achieve said results. This produces an
unfair competition in the realization of experiments when comparing
results and does not allow to be objective in the obtained conclusions.
This paper presents a text document manipulation tool to increase the
exactness of results when obtaining, evaluating and comparing automatic
summaries from different corpora. This work has been motivated by the
need to have a tool that allows to process documents, split their content
properly and make sure that each text snippet does not lose its contextual
information. Applying the model proposed to a set of free-access scientific
papers has been successful.
Keywords: Automatic Summarization, Extractive Approaches, Web
Scraping, Document Representation, Summaries Evaluation.
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1 Introduction
For years, technological advances have allowed recording all types of information
and easily storing it. As the use of the Internet becomes popular and storage costs
are reduced, news, articles, books, tweets, e-mails, audios, images, videos, among
others, are created, duplicated, stored, shared and accessed constantly. All this
is possible thanks to textual data. To give an example, both the e-mails that are
sent daily and the Web search queries that are made continually are nearly all
text-based. Even a video uploaded to YouTube would remain largely inaccessible
were it not for the title, description, and other metadata in text format. It
is clear that not everything is text but text is everywhere [1]. Textual data
surrounds our lives and has been growing continuously in recent years. Today,
text represents one of the most valuable resources and the use of automated
tools for its processing is essential.
In the scientific field, a myriad of articles is produced, published and hosted
on repositories that can be easily accessed. These documents encompass all topic
areas and represent the human knowledge. Separating what is essential from
what is not, has proven to be a difficult task to be performed manually when the
volume of information is immense. In this context and when it comes to text,
obtaining summaries by computer reduces this huge volume of non-structured
information to its most important content to facilitate its manipulation in an
automatic way. This allows obtaining the core contents of a document in less
time than of what it would take to do it manually. This is known as automatic
text summarization.
Among the existing approaches, the summary by extraction is easy to develop
since the program does not have to generate a new text that provides a degree
of generalization to construct sentential meanings. The extractive approach is
a relatively low-cost solution in relation to the additional linguistic knowledge
resources specifically required (such as ontologies and dictionaries) to construct
a summary by abstraction [2]. An extractive summary is a set of text portions
(from single words to whole paragraphs) literally copied from the input that
constitute the summary [3]. The extractive approach selects parts of a document
without requiring complex semantic analysis [4] . However, to this end it is
indispensable to assign a score to each part. This scoring allows to order all
parts of a document from highest to lowest in a ranking list where the first
positions are more relevant [5].
The specific values are obtained by metrics whose calculations depend on
the formulation of certain equations. The metrics range from identifying certain
expressions (e.g. “this article describes” or “finally”) or keywords within the text
to more complex calculations. In many of the works on extractive summaries,
documents are modeled as n-dimensional vectors of numerical features obtained
by calculating n metrics. This is based on the classic vector space model proposed
by Salton, Wong and Yang in 1975 [6]. Then, these feature vectors are used to
obtain an automatic summary by applying more sophisticated algorithms to
them [7]. However, in few works the way in which those features were calculated
is developed in depth. Designing a program that selects representative and
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significative phrases from documents automatically requires precise instructions
[8].
In most cases, known collections of documents (such as DUC [9]) are
used in the experiments but special considerations during the preprocessing of
the documents are not always detailed. This does not allow to be objective
when comparing results and obtaining conclusions. This paper presents a text
document manipulation tool to increase the exactness of results when obtaining,
evaluating and comparing automatic summaries from different corpora. This
tool ensures the correctness of calculations and allows to recalculate metrics
changing the “view” of the document without too much effort. This work has
been motivated by the need to have a tool that allows to process documents,
split their content properly and make sure that each text snippet does not
lose its contextual information (necessary for the calculations of the metrics).
With this tool, the documents are adequately stored in a database and can be
reconstructed according to the needs of the experiment in question. This allows
the integration of automatic summary generation systems that operate with
significant differences on documents, something quite useful in this field.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the main
approaches for text summarization are detailed. Section 3 describes the proposed
tool and how to use it. Finally, in Section 4, conclusions and some future lines
of work are presented.
2 Related work
Both the Royal Spanish Academy and the Cambridge Dictionary agree in that a
summary is a series of short, clear and precise statements that give the essential
and main ideas about something. The automatic generation of text summaries is
the process through which a “short version” of one or more documents is created
using a computer (with no human intervention) where the information is kept.
Even though it started being researched many years ago, automatic
text summarization is still a relevant topic that receives ongoing scientific
contributions [10, 11]. There are two main types of automatic summaries:
extractive and abstractive [12]. Extractive summaries are formed by “phrases”
from the document that were appropriately selected. Abstractive summaries are
formed by the “ideas” developed in the document, without using the phrases
exactly as they appear in the original document. The differences between the
two approaches can be clearly seen in [4].
In literature there is a vast number of related works with extractive
summaries whose common main goal is to reduce document size while preserving
the information of the source document [13]. Even though they have different
approaches on the issue, a set of metrics is commonly used. Each metric analyzes
a given characteristic of the document and allows to apply sorting criteria to its
content. This order is obtained by assigning a score to each part of the document
and by ordering the values from highest to lowest.
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In 1958, at IBM, Hans Peter Luhn developed a simple summarization
algorithm which used the distribution of word frequency to weigh sentences
[14]. At the same time, Baxendale used the position of the sentences [15]. Both
of them made the earliest proposals for automatic indexing. A few years later,
Harold Parkins Edmundson and Roland Eugene Wyllys, based on Luhn’s work,
proposed using the presence of certain words and the overlapping of words and
titles [16]. Many years later, Joel Larocca Neto et al. used the term frequency
and the Inverse Sentence Frequency (an adaptation of the TF-IDF measure
used in Information Retrieval) [17]. The following year, Yihong Gong and Xin
Liu proposed the use of Latent semantic analysis (LSA) for text summarization
without the use of lexical resources such as WordNet [18]. In 2004, Rada Mihalcea
introduced a graph-based ranking model for sentence extraction applied to text
summarization [19]. The same year, Fatma Jaoua Kallel et al. presented a
summarization method based on the ratio of keywords in the sentences and
in the document [20]. In 2007, Lucy Vanderwendea et al. operationalized the
idea of using word frequency averaged for sentence selection [21]. These are just
some of the most cited references in literature. A broader list of methods can be
consulted in [7, 12].
In recent years, various metric-based techniques have been developed
to extract the important contents from text documents to represent their
summaries (e.g. [22] in whose work its authors assessed the performance of
sentence scoring techniques individually and applying different combination
strategies). The common factor in all these works is the use of metrics to
model the documents as feature vectors. To do this, three steps are followed:
Selecting a collection, pre-processing the documents and calculating the metrics.
Subsequently, the same pre-processed documents are used to evaluate the results
obtained. But it happens that several decisions made during the preprocessing of
the documents have an influence on the calculation of the metrics. When using
any test collections for our research works we do not have the same “view” of
the documents that other authors have. It is not correct to compare summaries
generated by methods whose input vectors are calculated in different ways.
For example, it is not the same to calculate the metrics by sentence than by
paragraph or by taking into account only nouns instead of all the words.
This work presents a tool that aims to solve these problems. The proposal
consists of a set of routines to correctly preprocess the documents and a database
to store them properly. In short, it is intended to increase the exactness of results
when obtaining, evaluating and comparing automatic summaries obtained from
different corpora using varied methods. The implementation of the proposed
system will be detailed in the following section.
3 Description of Proposal
3.1 Database Model
In this paper, we propose a database design to store text documents in a
structured manner allowing to record all the content of a document and
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its details. This design was conceived for scientific documents taking into
account the needs of extractive summarization. These types of documents use
a predetermined structure that typically starts with the title of the article, the
authors and other information (institutions, e-mails), followed by a summary, a
set of keywords and each of the sections that compose the document.
Documents are fundamentally a sequence of characters in a string encoded
with a chosen character set. Whereas plain text files only contain the characters
of a text, other formats, such as XML, can express the content using a markup
strategy. It consists of a tag-based structure that identifies specific parts within
a document. The Center for Digital Research in the Humanities defines the XML
format as an encoding standard that assists in the creation, retrieval and storage
of documents. This allows processing the document and successfully storing it
to the proposed database.
Normally, in these types of documents, the first sections provide general
information in the introduction and then go on to detail more specific aspects in
relation to the topic being discussed. Finally, they discuss the results obtained
and the conclusions drawn and list bibliographic references. All this information
must be stored. Also, the document has a title, a summary and a list of keywords.
Then, its content is organized into sections, sub-sections, sub-sub-sections, etc.,
each of these with its own title. The content of each section consists of a set of
paragraphs formed by sentences. Each sentence contains a sequence of words.
Each word must be registered along with its location within the document. With
the data design proposed here, the original document can be re-built at any time
using all information stored in the database. Figure 1 shows the database design
proposed for storing these types of documents.
The database consists of fifteen tables that store all the information needed
to locate each word within a document. The model takes into account the
journal, the issue and the articles published in each issue (“journal”, “edition,”
and “document” tables). The text in the document is broken down into the
tables called “section”, “paragraph,” and “sentence.” The table called “section”
is recursive, which allows recording section embedding, typical organization in
scientific documents. The rest of the information (all titles, the keywords list
and the text of sections) is related to the table called “word.” Each word in the
text is reduced to its stem by applying a stemming algorithm and it is stored in
the table “stem” relating to the corresponding word in the table “word.” This
is the most significant term reduction task in Text Mining, since the number of
words derived from the same stem is very high.
3.2 Assessment and Data Use
In this work, we used a subset of free access articles published in a journal on
biomedical, environmental, social and political health issues from Public Library
of Science (PLOS). These documents meet all requirements and can also be
downloaded for free in XML format through the Internet. Having the documents
in this format facilitates the identification of each of the parts of the document.
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Fig. 1. Database model proposed for storing text content from scientific articles.
Files in this format can be processed with special libraries that create a
tree with all the elements of the document. Each node in a tree is an object
that represents a part of the document. This can be used to extract specific
information from the document to store it in the database. In addition, these
objects can be manipulated by programming and any change made to them will
be reflected in the later visualization of the document. This can be interesting
if, when identifying the relevant parts of a document, they were highlighted
automatically to differentiate them from the rest of the document just like the
human being does with a marker.
After retrieving the XML files, they were processed as required to upload
them to the database, following these steps for each article:
– The title was extracted, together with the summary created by the author(s).
– Each of the sections was processed, and their titles identified. Certain full
sections, such as Bibliography and Acknowledgments, were disregarded, as
well as all figures, tables and equations included in the article.
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– To obtain the sentences, the paragraphs in each section were segmented using
the full stop as delimiter, except when it was used as decimal separator and
as part of an abbreviation, among other uses.
– The keyword list, the titles, and the sentences were tokenized using
white spaces and punctuation marks. Each token was added to the
“token sentence” table after verifying that the token existed.
– When a token does not exist previously, on the one hand it is added to
the “token” table, marking it as a stopword if it is, and on the other hand,
in “simple token” or “composed token”, as appropriate. Every simple token
has its corresponding root stored in the “stem” table.
The process of loading all this information to the database from the XML
file was carefully carried out so as to avoid altering the order of the sections
and their structure. The Data Base Management System used was MySQL.
Python programming language and Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) were
used for automatic file download from the Internet and their processing [23].
In order to do this a script was developed using urllib and BeautifulSoup
libraries. The Porter stemming algorithm and english stopword list of NLTK
were used. Porter stemmer is one of the best known algorithms to perform this
task [24]. The stoplist is a list of words with empty meaning called stopwords,
which contains pronouns, prepositions, articles and a few verbs. In addition
to providing stemming and stoplists, the NLTK package provides tokenization,
tagging, parsing, and very useful semantic reasoning functions. All of the text
pre-processing tasks that are mentioned in this paragraph are common in this
area of research.
During this step, a document is transformed and several decisions have to
be taken: Which words to consider stopwords? Which algorithm of stemming
to use? What is considered a token? What are the delimiters to segment the
text? And many more questions. The final result is a view of the document from
which, for example, a series of metrics will be calculated. For this reason, it is
essential to have control over the impact of the pre-processing performed on the
documents.
3.3 Usefulness of the Proposed Model
From a set of documents, each of the scoring metrics used for automatic summary
generation must be calculated for each sentence. This requires, among other
things, processing variables of text type several times using the string split
method. Even if before calculating metrics we tried different preprocessing
actions, it would take much longer.
Once the documents are stored in the proposed database each of the metrics
can be calculated through a single SQL query for all sentences in the document.
But if it is done in this way the query will be complex and not easy to prepare.
A better solution is to combine SQL queries with Python code. The query will
retrieve the corresponding identifiers of the tokens associated with each sentence
of the document, and with Python the frequencies necessary to calculate each
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metric will be easily computed. The interesting thing is that, like their stems, the
tokens can be retrieved, and even the stopwords or certain types of words (such
as nouns, verbs, etc.) can be filtered. In addition, it is possible to recalculate the
metrics by paragraphs without requiring many modifications.
Once the metrics are calculated, each document will be represented by a
matrix of as many rows as sentences the document has, and as many columns as
metrics are calculated. These matrices will be stored in the table “metric scoring”
shown in Figure 1 and can be obtained by filtering the tuples of each document.
As has already been mentioned, creating extractive summaries requires
selecting certain parts of the document that contribute to the desired summary.
Just like humans mark on paper the text that they consider important, an
automatic system should assign each sentence in the original document to one
of two possible classes: “Summary,” if the sentence belongs to the summary,
or “Non-Summary,” if it does not. Instead of drastically deciding if a sentence
belongs to the summary or not, the list of sentences ordered by metric from
highest to lowest can be split into two groups using a threshold value: the
class “Summary” can be assigned to the best positioned N, and the class
“Non-Summary” to all others. The value of N is a parameter specified by the
user that allows to select the N most relevant sentences and to control the size
of the resulting summary.
Once the sentences that will form the automatic summary have been selected,
they should be evaluated by comparing them with an expected summary. For this
task, the identifiers of the tokens of the generated and expected summary can
be obtained through an SQL query. Then, a small program in Python calculates
the intersection between both sets to get the exact value of Rouge. ROUGE,
developed by Chin-Yew Lin, provides different measurements frequently used in
literature to the assessment of automatic summaries quality [25].
Since the specific size of the summary is not known a priori, summaries are
usually evaluated by varying the value of N and averaging the results. Also, since
not all the words in the expected summary are used in the document, the rouge
values obtained between documents for the different sizes are not comparable
to each other. For this reason, before averaging it is very important to divide
each value by the maximum value of rouge obtained with the full document as
summary.
Another useful aspect of this model is the flexibility to reconstruct a
document according to the input format of other automatic systems. Sometimes,
experiments are carried out using online summarization systems, whose input
must be built in a certain way. This tool was used in two previous research
papers related to automatic summaries [26, 27].
4 Conclusions and future works
Automatically obtaining summaries from text documents continues to be a
subject of study that constantly receives scientific contributions. The extractive
summarization approach is one of the most commonly used methods in literature,
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since it can create a summary by setting aside semantic aspects that the
abstractive approach usually requires.
In this article, a data model for storing scientific documents with a predefined
structure was presented. By using it, a set of metrics can be calculated for
each document using SQL queries and Python code. Thus, the sentences in a
document are sorted following specific criteria, which allows generating various
extractive summaries of a controlled size. It should be noted that open source
tools were used for every aspect of this work.
This proposal is a practical contribution to summarization area that allows
to easily calculate metrics, diminishing developing time and some possible
ambiguity of interpretation. It saves calculation time, clearly expresses how
each metric is calculated, and facilitates experimentation in this research area.
Also, the document can be easily reconstructed according to the needs of the
experiment to be carried out, allowing the integration of automatic summary
generation systems that operate over the documents with significant differences.
In the future, we intend to introduce changes in the model to equip it with
semantic. It is expected that incorporating a semantic analysis, the calculation
of the metrics based on frequency or intersection of words can be improved.
Additionally, an application will be developed to allow users to view the
document with the parts that were selected by each of the summaries.
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